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Subterranean warfare is not new in human history. Tunnels, which have been
dug in all periods for various purposes, have usually been the weapon of the
weak against the strong and used for concealment. The time required to dig
tunnels means that they can be an important tool for local residents against
an enemy army unfamiliar with the terrain. Tunnels used for concealment
purposes (defensive tunnels) can be distinguished from tunnels used as a
route for moving from one place to another. The latter include smuggling
tunnels used to smuggle goods past borders (as in the Gaza Strip), escape
routes from prisons or detention camps, offensive tunnels to move forces
behind enemy lines, and booby-trapped tunnels planted with explosives
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Operation Protective Edge sharpened awareness of the strategic threat
posed by subterranean warfare. The IDF encountered the tunnel threat long
ago, and took action to attempt to cope with this threat, but the scope of
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as a strategic shock, if not a complete surprise, requiring comprehensive
reorganization to handle the problem. Some critics argued that an investigative
commission was necessary to search for the roots of the failure and punish
those to blame for it.
This article will review subterranean warfare before and during Operation
Protective Edge, and will assess the strategic effects of this mode of warfare.
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and the IDF and the Ministry of Defense have dealt with various aspects of
the phenomenon of subterranean warfare for many years. On rare occasions
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Egoz Unit under the command of Erez Zuckerman fought in a labyrinth
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built an extensive system of concealment and military tunnels within the
villages,3 and possibly tunnels for cross-border penetration as well.?
During the second intifada, the Palestinian terrorist organizations in the
Gaza Strip made extensive use of tunnels for smuggling weapons from
Egypt to the Gaza Strip and for attacking IDF forces in Gush Katif. The IDF
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was acquired and used to dig a trench along the Philadelphi axis. Shafts
were dug at random places into which explosives were inserted in the hope
of making the tunnels collapse, and rows of houses close to the Rafah road
were demolished. The problem, however, was not solved.
Digging a tunnel is estimated to take about three months and costs about
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houses or greenhouses, and can be dug in advance without being used
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tunnels in the IDF’s Termit outpost, in which three soldiers were wounded
+!%A#5-#&0#$%<==>P6 the booby-trapped tunnel in the IDF’s Orhan outpost,
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border crossing, was used on June 25, 2006 in an attack by a terrorist squad
that killed two IDF soldiers and kidnapped Gilad Shalit.9
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infrastructure hidden within a tomato hothouse and designed for attacking
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in Operation Double Challenge killed six terrorists and demolished the
opening of a tunnel concealed within a building 300 meters from the fence
on the Gaza Strip border.><
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Defense, not much tunnel warfare activity was recorded, but in November
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IDF demolished another cross-border tunnel.>? Tunnel warfare began even
before Operation Protective Edge was declared, during the escalation that took
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cross-border tunnel near Kibbutz Sufa was foiled,>I and led to the beginning
of the land-based operation.>T During the land campaign, brigade combat
teams, including infantry, armored forces, and combat engineers engaged in
the detection and demolition of both combat tunnels within the Gaza Strip
and cross-border tunnels.>X
E $+!;%[5#$)-+6!%S$6-#*-+Q#%^";#7%1)&).%)!"%B.,)&+*%8+4)"%65#$)-+Q#.%
carried out a number of attacks in Israeli territory using cross-border tunnels.
V#$$6$+.-.%)--)*O#"%)!%BEF%5+,,06C%-6@#$%!#)$%])4),%[D7%O+,,+!;%NQ#%.6,"+#$.3>H
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Givati Brigade soldiers, and escaped through an offensive tunnel to Rafah,
-)O+!;%@+-4%-4#&%-4#%06"'%6(%F+$.-%G+# -#!)!-%1)")$%b6,"+!3%:%-6-),%6(%\?%
*$6..906$"#$%- !!#,.% .#"%0'%1)&).%@#$#%"#.-$6'#"320 The tunnels detected
by the IDF during Operation Protective Edge were complex tunnels, with
a number of entry and exit shafts. The main tunnel route was often split,
and sometimes there were parallel routes. For this reason, dealing with the
tunnels was no simple task.

Anti-Tunnel Warfare
:!-+9- !!#,%)*-+Q+-'%*)!%0#%"+Q+"#"%+!-6%)*-+Q+-'%-6%"#-#*-%-4#%- !!#,.%)!"%
activity after a tunnel is detected. Due to the concealed character of the
tunnel, detecting it constitutes a major part of the operation.
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The tunnel can be detected when it is being dug (mainly through noise
created during the digging), or afterwards when the tunnel is dormant and
@)+-+!;%-6%0#% .#"%e%)%& *4%&6$#%"+(N* ,-%5$6*#..3
The methods used to detect tunnels while they are being built usually rely
on attempts to detect the noises accompanying the digging through sensitive
underground microphone systems (geophones). Once a tunnel is already dug,
construction noises cannot be relied on; the empty spaces underground must
0#%"#-#*-#"%-4$6 ;4%6-4#$%&#-46".3%G)!"%5#!#-$)-+!;%$)")$%4).%0##!%-$+#"7%
as well as various methods (also based on geophone systems) that try to
identify the structure of the terrain by analyzing initiated sound waves, both
through controlled explosions and through mechanical hammers that generate
Q+0$)-+6!.3%L#-46".% .+!;%.#!.6$.%0).#"%6!%65-+*),%N0#$.7%&)55+!;%*4)!;#.%
in ground-generated infrared radiation, and microgravity measurements
have also been tried (i.e., sensors that attempt to detect minute changes in
the earth’s gravity).
:,,%-4#.#%&#-46".%(6$%"#-#*-+!;%-)$;#-.%)$#%.-+,,%+!%-4#%#)$,'%.-);#.%6(%
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objects at a depth of a few meters, while the tunnels are likely to be dozens
of meters underground.
Geophone systems have a similar problem. Geophysicists have used
these systems for many years in their efforts to map geological strata and
"#-#*-%&+!#$),%"#56.+-.3%16@#Q#$%),,%-4#%&#-46".%)$#%0).#"%6!%&#). $#&#!-.%
)((#*-#"%0'%)!%+!N!+-#%! &0#$%6(%()*-6$.%-4)-%& .-%0#%+.6,)-#"3%b#6546!#.%
are sensitive to background noises – any movement above ground creates
sound waves that the geophones absorb. In addition, the results are very
dependent on the contours of the terrain, changes in the land strata, the
weather, and land humidity.
:,,%-4#%5$656.#"%.'.-#&.%)$#%0).#"%6!%,)$;#%)$$)'.%6(%.#!.6$.7%@+-4%
*6&5 -#$%.6(-@)$#%-6%)!),'D#%-4#%$#. ,-.3%16@#Q#$7%-4#%),;6$+-4&.% .#"%
to detect geological strata at depths of hundreds of meters have proven
unsuitable for detecting empty spaces at a depth of a few dozen meters.
1#$#%-4#%&)J6$%*4),,#!;#%-6%.'.-#&.%"#Q#,65#$.%+.%-6%"#Q#,65%-4#%),;6$+-4&.%
needed to detect small empty spaces at a depth of a few dozen meters in
any type of land, while neutralizing all the other interfering factors. This
+.%)%"+(N* ,-%5$60,#&7%-6%@4+*4%)%.6, -+6!%+.%'#-%-6%0#%(6 !"%e%!6-%+!%B.$)#,7%
!6$%#,.#@4#$#%+!%-4#%@6$,"%/-4#%fA%E#5)$-&#!-%6(%16&#,)!"%A#* $+-'7%(6$%
example, which is confronted with smuggling tunnels on the US-Mexico
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border, has been working on this). Note that despite the large scale US
investments in this problem, tunnels do not pose a threat of the same scope
that they do for Israel.
B-%)55#)$.%-4)-%-4#%- !!#,%"#-#*-+6!%*4),,#!;#%+.%!6-%)!%#).'%6!#3%:,$#)"'%
in his report for 2006, the State Comptroller warned that, “For over 20 years,
the Palestinians have used tunnels for smuggling purposes, mainly between
^;'5-%)!"%-4#%b)D)%A-$+53%V4+.%5$60,#&%4).%;$#)-,'%+!-#!.+N#"%+!%$#*#!-%
years, and has become a strategic threat.” The report states that engineering
#((6$-.%-6%*6 !-#$%-4#%- !!#,%5$60,#&%0#;)!%).%#)$,'%).%>HH=7%)!"%&#!-+6!.%
-4$##%"+((#$#!-%.'.-#&.% !"#$%"#Q#,65&#!-3%a'%<==T7%@4#!%-4#%`6&5-$6,,#$%
wrote his report, none of these efforts had succeeded.
:""+-+6!),%.'.-#&.%@#$#%,)-#$%"#Q#,65#"3%B!%#)$,'%<=><7%+-%@).%)!!6 !*#"%
-4)-%)%.'.-#&%*),,#"%L+.5)$%1)D)O%/g.-$6!;%! &0#$h2%@6 ,"%.66!%0#%"#5,6'#"%
on the border with the Gaza Strip. Today, however, two and a half years
,)-#$7%-4#$#%+.%.-+,,%!6%#((#*-+Q#%.'.-#&%+!%65#$)-+6!3%:!6-4#$%.'.-#&%+.%+!%
development, and a great deal of money has been invested in it over the
past two years.
:,$#)"'%+!%-4#%#)$,'%'#)$.%6(%-4#%-@#!-'9N$.-%*#!- $'7%-4#%BEF%6$;)!+D#"%
the Samoor (“weasel”) company for combating hidden weapons caches and
tunnels, as part of the Yahalom Special Operations Engineering Unit of the
IDF Engineering Corps. The unit is trained and equipped with means to
operate within tunnels, including communications and breathing systems.
:*- ),,'7%-4#%BEF%5$#(#$.%-6%)Q6+"%#!-#$+!;%- !!#,.%+-%4).%"#-#*-#"7%+(%56..+0,#7%
because the attacking side has no advantage in a tunnel. This capability is
designed for a scenario in which a soldier has been kidnapped, or in order to
attack the enemy’s underground command and control positions.<>%:.%.66!%
as a tunnel was detected, IDF forces took action to isolate the operating
area and detect its additional shafts and branches. The Special Operations
^!;+!##$+!;%f!+-%5,)!-#"%#C5,6.+Q#.%+!%6$"#$%-6%"#&6,+.4%-4#%- !!#,3%:%! &0#$%
of methods were used to demolish tunnels during Operation Protective Edge,
+!*, "+!;%)#$+),%06&0)$"&#!-% .+!;%8E:L%06&0.%/*),,#"%gO+!#-+*%"$+,,+!;h27%
using water to make the tunnel collapse, and using liquid explosives by a
special system dubbed “Emulsa.” In addition, elite IDF units were trained
-6%N;4-%@+-4+!%- !!#,.%).%g- !!#,%$)-h% !+-.3%B!%$#-$6.5#*-7%-4#%BEF%,#)$!#"%
that aerial bombardment of the tunnel shafts made it harder to detect the
tunnels themselves.22
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Conclusion
V4#%- !!#,.%4)Q#%0##!%*,)..+N#"%).%)%.-$)-#;+*%-4$#)-7%@+-4%-4#%+&5$#..+6!%
;+Q#!%-4)-%-4+.%+.%-4#%;$)Q#.-%-4$#)-%()*+!;%B.$)#,3%:$; &#!-.%4)Q#%.+!*#%0##!%
made that the defense establishment is responsible for a strategic failure, and
there have even been demands for an investigative commission on the matter.
There is no doubt that the tunnels are a serious problem. Those who say
that the defense establishment should have directed more focused efforts
-6%N!"%)%.6, -+6!%-6%-4#%5$60,#&%)$#%*6$$#*-7%.5#*+N*),,'%5 --+!;%+!%5,)*#%)%
special agency to coordinate the efforts to solve the problem and provision of
this agency with the proper authority and budget. On the other hand, it cannot
be claimed that nothing was done. Efforts were made to solve the problem
of locating the tunnels, and even though these efforts were unsuccessful,
-4#'%.46 ,"%!6-%0#%+;!6$#"3%:-%,#).-%(6 $%"+((#$#!-%.'.-#&.%@#$#%"#Q#,65#"%
)-%)%,)$;#%N!)!*+),%+!Q#.-&#!-7%-46 ;4%-4#'%()+,#"%-6%+"#!-+('%-4#%- !!#,.3%
V4+.%+!"+*)-#.%J .-%46@%"+(N* ,-%.6,Q+!;%-4#%5$60,#&%+.3
:-%-4#%.)&#%-+&#7%"#.5+-#%-4#%;$#)-%5 0,+*%)--#!-+6!%5)+"%-6%-4#%5$60,#&%
of subterranean warfare, this does not mean that subterranean warfare
is the major strategic threat to Israel. It is merely one of many kinds of
@)$()$#3%:%&)J6$%+!Q#.-&#!-%+!%"#Q#,65+!;%&#)!.%(6$%- !!#,%"#-#*-+6!%@+,,%
necessarily be at the expense of other investments. In other words, the issue
is currently in the headlines, but long term thinking should not be distracted
0'%&6&#!-)$'%*$+-+*+.&3%:%@+.#%+!Q#.-&#!-%56,+*'%.46 ,"%&)+!-)+!%)%0),)!*#%
between investment in defense and investment in offense (activity against
the tunnels is necessarily defensive), and even in defense, a balance should
be maintained in allotment of resources among all the threats that are still
current.
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